
 

Vocabulary Unit 1. 

1 Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in the box. There are two words you don’t 

need. (7 marks) 

                  gaze hear savour smell sound stroke taste touch watch 

1 _______________ closely, I’m only going to show you this once.WATCH 

2 Can you _______________ something burning? SMELL 

3 He sipped the milk and said it _______________ awful. TASTED 

4 Don’t _______________ that plant! Its leaves are poisonous. TOUCH 

5 I saw her _______________ out to sea, and asked what she was looking for   GAZING 

6 Eat it slowly and _______________ the delicate flavours. SAVOUR 

7 I can’t stop _______________ the cat – its fur is so soft.  STROKING 

2 Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first sentence. Replace the bold 

words with one word. (6 marks) 

1 There was a very bright and almost painful light, then a huge explosion. 

There was a ____BLINDING_____________________ light, then a huge explosion. 

2 The sound of the engine was so loud I could hardly hear. 

The sound of the engine was _______DEAFENING__________________ . 

3 That kind of cheese is unpleasant-smelling. 

That kind of cheese is ______STINKY___________________ . 

4 During the night, the streets have no sounds. 

During the night, the streets are ______SILENT/QUIET_______________________ . 

5 Thai rice has a light and pleasant scent. 

Thai rice has a ________DELICATE______________________ scent. 

6 Your hands won’t be rough if you use this moisturizer. 

Your hands will be _____SOFT/SMOOTH___________________ if you use this moisturizer. 

 

1 Complete the dialogues. (8 marks) 

A Hey, can you (1) ___HEAR____________ that noise coming from next door? 

B Afraid not. My (2) ____HEARING___________ isn’t as good as it used to be. 

A Listen. It’s not really very clear, but there’s a (3) _______________ whining sound. 

B Oh yes, now I hear it. It (4) ____SOUNDS___________ like the 

neighbours’ dog is in pain. 

A Hello, how are you feeling today? 

B Not so good. I’ve got a strange (5) __TASTE_____________ in my mouth and my throat hurts when I (6) 

__SWALLOW_____________ . 



A Ah, I see. It looks very (7) __RED_____________ . Could I just (8) ___TOUCH___________ your neck to 

see if your glands are swollen? 

 

Sense verbs 

 Replace the underlined words with the correct sense verbs. 

Tina looked admiringly at the plate of delicious food in front of her. gazed 

1  My cat absolutely loves it when you run your hand down his back. STROKE 

2  To be able to enjoy your meal as much as possible, you need to appreciate every mouthful. 

SAVOUR 

3  He looked for a long time as the chef prepared the dinner.  WATCHED 

4  My throat is so sore that I don’t want to eat any food. It’s painful to make it go down my throat. 

SWALLOW 

 

Complete the dialogue with the adjectives in the list. 

Blinding  bright  dark  deafening  faint  silent  spicy 

Amy :     That new restaurant is very bright inside, with so many lights everywhere. 

Jess:      I know – the light is    ...........BRIGHT.............................(1) ! I prefer       ..........DARK.................        

(2) places where you can’t see too much. 

Amy :     The music is too loud as well. I walked past the restaurant today and it was  

.......DEAFENING................(3) . 

I realize that a    silent               (4) room isn’t very welcoming to customers, but you should be 

able to hear what other people are saying. 

Jess  :   I agree! A bit of   .................FAINT............................ (5) music in the background is fine. 

Amy:  Have you eaten there yet? 

Jess:     Yes, I had a curry there last week. I couldn’t eat it because it was so   ....SPICY.......................... (6) ! 

 


